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NOTES ON BANACH FUNCTION SPACES. IV 
BY 
W. A. J. LUXEMBURG 1) AND A. C. ZAANEN 
(Communicated at the meeting of February 23, 1963) 
This note is a sequel to the preceding notes with the same title published 
in these Proceedings (Note I, 66, p. 135-147; Note II, 66, p. 148-153; 
Note III, 66, p. 239). The contents of these notes are assumed to be known. 
8. Saturated function seminorms 
If e is a function seminorm such that e(u) = 0 for all u EM+, then 
f = 0 (i.e., f - e 0) for all f EM, and hence Le consists only of the null 
element. The other extreme case, namely e(u)=CXJ for any u not identi-
cally zero (almost everywhere), yields the same result that Le consists 
only of the null element. In either case we shall say that e is a trivial 
semi norm. 
Definition 8.1. The function seminorm e is called nontrivial if there 
exists u EM+ such that O<e(u)<CXJ. 
Even if e is nontrivial there may exist plenty of sets E C X of positive 
measure such that not only e(XE)=CXJ but also e(XF)=CXJ for every subset 
F C E satisfying p(F) > 0. Any set E of this kind will be called a e-purely 
infinite set. Evidently, finite or countable unions of e-purely infinite sets 
are e-purely infinite. These sets were called unfriendly sets in [3]. 
Lemma 8.2. If p,(E)>O, then E is e-purely infinite if and only if 
any f E Le vanishes almost everywhere on E. 
Proof. Let E bee-purely infinite, and f E Le. If lfiXE>O on positive 
measure, then lfiXE>B on positive measure for some e>O, i.e., Ill >BXF 
for some F C E satisfying p(F) > 0. But then e(XF) < e-1e(f) < CXJ, contra-
dicting the hypothesis that E is e-purely infinite. 
Conversely, assume that fXE = 0 for each f E Le, but E is not e-purely 
infinite. Then e(XF)<CXJ for some F C E such that p,(F)>O. It follows 
that XF E Le, contradicting the hypothesis. 
Theorem 8.3. (i) There exists a maximal e-purely infinite set X 00 , 
1 ) Work on this paper was supported by the National Science Foundation of 
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i.e., Xoo is e-purely infinite and Z=X -X00 does not have any e-purely 
infinite subsets. The set X 00 is {l-uniquely determined. 
(ii) If e is nontrivial, then Z=X-Xoo satisfies fl(Z)>O. 
(iii) Let e have the Fatou null property. Then e is nontrivial if and 
only if e(xz)>O, where Z=X -X00 • 
Proof. (i) Assume first that fl(X) < oo, and let 
ex=sup (u(E) : E is e-purely infinite). 
Then there exists an ascending sequence of e-purely infinite sets En such 
that !l(En) t ex. The set E 00 = U'f' En is e-purely infinite, and in view of 
the definition of ex the set X -E00 does not have any e-purely infinite 
subsets. It follows now easily that Eoo is {l-uniquely determined. 
If fl(X) = oo, we set X= U'f' Xk with all Xk disjoint and of finite 
measure. EachXkhasamaximale-purely infinite subset Ek, so X 00 = U'f' Ek 
is e-purely infinite. IfF were a e-purely infinite subset of X -X00 , then 
!l(F n Xk) > 0 for some k, so F n Xk would be a e-purely infinite subset 
of Xk-Xoo =Xk-Ek which is impossible. Hence, Xoo is the desired 
maximal e-purely infinite set. 
(ii) Let O<e(u)<oo. Then u>O on positive measure, and since u=O 
almost everywhere on Xoo by the preceding lemma, we have !l(X -X00 ) > 0. 
(iii) Let e have the Fatou null property, and assume first that e is non-
trivial. If e(xz) =0 for Z =X -X00 , then Z is a e-null set, and hence a 
strong e-null set (since e has the Fatou null property). But u,;;;; oo. xz 
for every u ELe, so e(u)<e(oo·xz)=O for every u ELe, contradicting the 
hypothesis that e is nontrivial. Hence e(xz) > 0. 
Conversely, assume that e(xz)>O. If, in this case, e(xz).<oo, then 
u = XZ satisfies 0 < e(u) < oo, so(} is nontrivial. If e(Xz) = oo, then (}(XE) < oo 
for some subset E C Z since Z is not e-purely infinite. In view of the 
Fatou null property of e it is impossible that e(XE) = 0 for all such E C Z. 
Hence, O<e(u)<oo for some u=xE, so e is nontrivial. 
Definition 8.4. We shall say that the seminorm e is saturated if 
there do not exist e-purely infinite sets. In other words, e is saturated whenever 
for any E of positive measure there is a subset F C E of positive measure 
satisfying (}(XF) < oo; 
If e1, ... , en are saturated and a1, ... , an are positive constants, then 
a1(}1 + . . . + anen and sup (eb ... , en) are saturated. If {en; n E N} is an 
infinite sequence of saturated seminorms, then e =sup en is not necessarily 
saturated. The simplest counterexample is en= ne1, where (}I is a saturated 
norm. 
Definition 8. 5. If {Xn; n EN} is a sequence of subsets of X satisfying 
Xn t X as n-+ oo, then the set E C X is said to be bounded with respect 
to the sequence {Xn} if E C Xn for some n EN. 
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The following lemma will be used repeatedly (cf. also [3]). 
Lemma 8.6 (Exhaustion lemma). Let {Yn; n EN} be a sequence of 
subsets of X such that Yn t X and ,u(Yn)<oo for all n EN, and let (P} be 
some property such that any subset E of X which is bounded with respect to 
{Y n} does or does not possess this property. Assume, furthermore, that 
(i) if E1 and E2 possess (P}, then E1 u E2 possesses (P}, 
(ii) if E possesses (P}, then any subset of E possesses (P), 
(iii) any set of positive measure, bounded with respect to {Y n}, has a 
subset of positive measure possessing (P). 
Then there exists a sequence {Xn; n EN} such that Xn t X and Xn C Yn 
for all n EN (so ,u(Xn) < oo for all n EN}, and such that any set which is 
bounded with respect to {Xn} has the property (P). 
Proof. Let E be bounded with respect to {Yn} and ,u(E)>O, and 
let F be the collection of all F C E possessing (P). By an indirect proof it 
follows easily that· sup (,u(F) : F E F)= ,u(E). Hence, there is a sequence 
{Xn; n EN} such that Xn C Yn, Xn has (P}, and ,u(Yn-Xn) <n-1 for all 
nEN. It maybe assumed, by (i}, that {Xn}is ascending. The set X' =Uf Xn 
satisfies Yn-X' C Yn-Xn, so ,u(Yn-X')<n-1 for all n EN. But 
Yn-X'tX-X', so ,u(X-X')=lim,u(Yn-X')=O. It follows that {Xn} 
has the required properties. 
Theorem 8. 7. The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) e is saturated, i.e., for any E of positive measure there is a subset 
FCE of positive measure satisfying e(XF)<oo. 
(ii) For any sequence Y n t X there is a sequence Xn t X such that 
Xn c y n and e(xx,.) < 00 for all n EN. 
Proof. From the preceding lemma it follows immediately that (i) 
implies (ii). Indeed, it may be assumed that ,u(Yn)<oo for all n EN, and 
for the property (P) of the set E we choose the property that e(XE) < oo. 
It is evident that, conversely, (ii) implies (i). 
9. Associate function seminorms 
In the sec.tions 6 and 7 of Note III we have assigned to any function 
seminorm e the function seminorms ec and (}L· In the present section 
there will be assigned to e a sequence of seminorms {e<n>; n EN}, the 
associate seminorms of e· The method of construction of e<n+l) from 
e<n> is a wellknown procedure in many branches of analysis. 
Definition 9.1. For any function seminorm ewe define e<0> =e, and 
e<n>(u) =SUp {fuvd,u : (}(n-1>(v).;,;;; 1) 
for n= 1, 2, .... Instead of e<1>, e<2>, e<a> we shall usually write e', e", (2 111 • 
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Theorem 9.2. For n;>1,e<n> is a function seminorm having the 
Fatou property. 
Proof. It will be sufficient to present the proof for e'; the proof for 
e<n>,n;>2, follows then by induction. For a fixed v satisfying e(v),;;;;;1 
it is evident that ev(u) = f uvdfl is a seminorm having the Fatou property. 
Hence, by Theorem 5.4 (Note II), the same holds for e' =sup f!v· 
The seminorm e<n> is called the n-th associate seminorm off!· Note that 
all spaces Le(n), n;> 1 are Banach function spaces (the Fatou property 
implies completeness). Instead of Le, and Le" we shall usually write 
Le' and Le" respectively. 
Theorem 9. 3 (Holder inequality). If e(u) and e'(v) are finite, then 
f uvdfl <e(u)e'(v). 
Similarly, if e<n>(u) and e<n+l>(v) are finite, then 
S UVdfl <; (}(n)(u)e<n+l)(v). 
Proof. For O<e(u)<oo, the inequality fuvdfl<e(u)e'(v) follows from 
the definition of e'(v). Now, let e(u)=O. If u=O holds almost everywhere 
there is nothing to prove. Assume, therefore, that E= {x: u(x)>O} is 
of positive measure, and let En= {x: u(x)>n-1} for n EN. Since. En t E 
we have fl(En)>O for n;>no. We will show that En is e'-purely infinite 
for n;>no. To this end, let F C En with fl(F)>O. Since u(x)>n-1 on F, 
we have XF<nu, so F is a e-null set. Hence e(kxp)=O for all kEN, and 
e'(xp)=sup ( fwdfl: e(w),;;;;;1)> 
F 
sup kfdfl= sup kfl(F)=oo. 
kEN F kEN 
This shows that En is e' -purely infinite for n > n 0• But then E = {x : 
u(x)>O}= Ui"'En is also e'-purely infinite. Hence, since e'(v)<oo, we 
have v = 0 almost everywhere on E (by Lemma 8.2), and it follows that 
f uvdfl = o =e(u)e'(v). 
Theorem 9.4. We have e" <e and e<n+2> =e<n> for all n:> 1. 
Proof. It will be shown first that e"(u) <e(u) for every u. We may 
assume that e(u)<oo. Then 
e"(u)=sup (fuvdfl: e'(v),;;;;;1)< 
sup (e(u)e'(v) : e'(v),;;;;; 1) =e(u) 
by the Holder inequality. 
Applying this result toe', we obtain already that e"' <e'· On the other 
hand, it follows immediately from the definition of the associate semi-
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norm that (}1<(}2 implies (}1 1 ?(}2 1 • Hence, e"<e implies e"'>e'. Hence 
e"'=e', and so e<n+2)=e<n) for n-;;.1. 
Example 9.5. (i) If e is the Lp norm (l,;;;;;p<;;oo), then e' is the 
Lq norm, where p-1+q-1=l, and e" is again the Lp norm. Hence, e"=e 
in this case. 
(ii) Let X= N, ft discrete measure, and 
e(u) =sup u(n) +a lim sup u(n), 
where a is a positive constant (cf. Example 5.6 (i) in Note II). Since 
00 00 
Juvdft< { .2 v(n)}·sup u(n) ,;_;;;; { .2 v(n)}e(u), 
1 1 
we have e'(v)<.2f'v(n). Setting u(n)=l for n<;;k and u(n)=O for n>k, 
we have e(u)=l and Juvdf£=.2fv(n). Hence e'(v)>.2fv(n) for every 
kEN. It follows that e'(v) = .2i"' v(n), and so e"(u) =Sup u(n). Hence 
e" =Fe, but e" and e are still equivalent. Note that e, e' and e" are norms. 
(iii) Let X =N, ft discrete measure, and 
e(u) = { sup u(n) if u(n) ~ 0 as n--+ oo, 
oo otherwise 
(cf. Example 5.6 (iii)-(iv) in Note II). Thene'(v) = .2f'v(n), soe"(u) =supu(n) 
for any u EM+. Hence e" =I=(}, and now e" and e fail to be equivalent. 
It will be shown next that, although e and e" may be non-equivalent, 
e-purely infinite sets and e" -purely infinite sets are the same. 
Lemma 9.6. Let fl,(E)>O. Then E is e-purely infinite if and only 
if E is e" -purely infinite. 
Proof. If E is e"-purely infinite, then E is e-purely infinite since 
(! 11 <e· Assume now that E is e-purely infinite, so U=O on E for every 
u E Le. Then E is a strong e' -null set on account of 
e'(oo·XE)=sup ( foo·Udft: e(u),;_;;;;l)=O. 
E 
It follows that if F C E and fl,(F) > 0, then 
e"(xp)=sup ( Jvdft: e'(v),;;;;;l)> s oodf£=00, 
F F 
so E is e"-purely infinite. 
Theorem 9. 7. The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) e is saturated, 
(ii) e' is a norm, 
(iii) e" is saturated. 
18 Series A 
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Proof. The preceding lemma shows that e is saturated if and only 
if e" is saturated. Assume now that e (and hence e") is saturated, but 
e' fails to be a norm. Then e'(xE) = 0 for some set E of positive measure. 
Hence e'(oo. XE) = 0 since e' has the Fatou property, and it follows as 
in the proof of the preceding lemma that E is e"-purely infinite, which 
is impossible. 
Conversely, assume that e' is a norm but e is not saturated. Then 
there exists a e-purely infinite set E (hence u = 0 almost everywhere on E 
for any u E Le), and so 
(!'(XE) =SUp (f Udfl : (!(U) ,;( l) = 0. 
E 
Since tJ(E) > 0, this contradicts the hypothesis that e' is a norm. 
Theorem 9. 8 (Holder inequality for a saturated function norm). 
I I e is a saturated function norm, then 
f uvdfl <e(u)e'(v) 
for all u, v. Hence, if e' is a saturated function norm, then 
f UVdfJ ,;( (!"(u)e'(v). 
Proof. Since it was already proved in Theorem 9.3 that the inequality 
holds whenever e(u) and e'(v) are finite, the only cases left to consider 
are (i) e(u)=O, e'(v)=oo, (ii) e(u)=oo, e'(v)=O. In case (i) we have U=O 
since e is a norm, and hence fuvdtJ=O=e(u)e'(v). In case (ii) we observe 
that by the preceding theorem e' is a norm since e is saturated, and hence 
e'(v)=O implies that v=O, and then again fuvdtJ=O=e(u)e'(v). 
It will be shown in section ll that e" is a norm if and only if e is a 
norm (it is evident that e is a norm if e" is a norm, but the converse is 
more difficult to prove). Once this has been proved, it follows easily that 
e is a saturated norm if and only if e" is a saturated norm, and hence the 
Holder inequality for a saturated norm e can then be improved to 
f UVdfJ ,;( (!"(u)e'(v). 
If fr=Le', then e'(f)=sup(flfg[dtJ :e(g)<l) is finite. We shall prove 
that flfgldtJ may be replaced here by lffgdtJI· 
Theorem 9.9. lffr=Le',then 
e'(f)=sup (lffgdtJI : e(g)< 1). 
Proof. Iff r=Le' and e(g),;;;;:l, then flfgldtJ<e1(f)e'(g)<oo, and so the 
integral f fgdfJ exists as a finite complex number. Evidently 
sup (lffgdtJI: e(g)<l),;;;;:sup (flfgldtJ: e(g)<l)=e'(f). 
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For the inverse inequality, let s > 0, and choose g1 with e(g1) < 1 such 
that fl!g1ldp>e'(f)-s. Since g=[g11/sgnf (with sgn/=1 where f=O or 
Ill==) satisfies lgl=lg1l, we have e(g)=e(g1)<1 and ffgdp=flfg1ldp. 
Hence 
and so 
lffgdpl = fllg1ldp>e'(f)-s, 
sup (lffgdpl : e(g) < 1) >e'(f). 
10. Imbedding of L/ in the Banach dual L/ 
The usual Banach dual space of the normed linear space Le will be 
denoted by L/, and the norm of an element FE L/ by IIFII· If g E Le' 
is given, then f fgdp is a finite complex number for every f E Le. Further-
more, iff' =I (i.e., if e(/'-/)=0), then ffgdp=ff'gdp, so ff'gdp is the 
same number for all f' in the equivalence class [f] of Le. It follows that 
the given function g E Le' defines a linear functional G on Le by means of 
G( [!J) = f fgdp. 
Theorem 1 0.1. (i) If g E Le', and G([f]) = ffgdp on Le, then GEL/ 
and IIG II= e' (g). 
(ii) If gEL/ and g'=g (i.e., e'(g-g')=O), then the corresponding 
bounded linear functionals G and G' are identical. 
Proof. (i) On account of Theorem 9.9 we have 
sup (IG(f)l: e(/)<1)=sup (lffgdpl: e(/)<1)=e'(g)<oo. 
Hence GEL/, and II Gil =e'(g). 
(ii) For any [f] E L~ we have, by the Holder inequality, 
G'([f]) = f fg'dp = f fgdp =G([f]). 
It follows that G corresponds not primarily to the individual function 
g E Le', but to the equivalence class [g] E L/. Evidently, if G1 and G2 
correspond to [gl] and [g2], then G1 + G2 corresponds to [g1 + g2] = [gl] + [g2 ], 
and for any complex constant <X the functional <XG1 corresponds to 
[<Xgl]=<X[gl]. The following theorem is, therefore, an immediate con-
sequence. 
Theorem 10.2. Ifforany [g] ELe'wedefineG EL/ byG([f])=ffgdp, 
and if the thus corresponding [g] and G are identified, then Le' is (alge-
braically and isometrically) a closed linear subspace of Le *. 
Example 10.3. (i) If e is the familiar Lp norm for a value of p 
satisfying l <P < oo, then Le = LP and Le' = Le * = Lq, where q is determined 
by p-1 +q-1 = 1. For p = oo we have L'c., =L1 so that, unless the space L 00 
is finitedimensional, L'!, is properly larger than L'c.,. 
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(ii) Let X=N, fl discrete measure, and g(u)=limsupu(n). Since 
e'(v)=oo for any v not identically zero, Le' consists only of the null 
element. The space Le *, however, is even infinitedimensional. Indeed, 
Le itself is, by Example 4.9 (iii) in Note I, isomorphic to the quotient 
space l00J(c0 ). Hence, Le is infinitedimensional, and so the same holds 
for L0*. 
11. The theorem that e" =eL 
The main result in the present section is that, for any function seminorm 
e, the second associate seminorm e" is identical to the Lorentz seminorm 
(}L introduced in section 7 of Note III. We recall that, by definition, 
(}L(U) = inf (lim (](Un) : Un t U). 
Since e=eL if and only if e has the Fatou property (Theorem 7.6), it 
will follow in particular that e = e" if and only if e has the Fatou property. 
The proof for this special case will be presented first since the general 
result that e" =eL follows then easily. The theorem that e" =e whenever 
e has the Fatou property is due to G. G. LORENTZ (unpublished) and 
W. A. J. LuxEMBURG [2]. There exist several proofs (two proofs are 
presented in [2]), all based on separation of a closed convex set and an 
outside point by a hyperplane. In the version briefly reproduced below 
(due to I. HALPERIN and W. A. J. LuxEMBURG [I]) the separation theorem 
is applied in an L2 space, where the separating hyperplane can be written 
down explicitly (without appealing to Zorn's lemma or the Hahn-Banach 
extension theorem). For the special case that e is a norm possessing 
the weak Fatou property the equality e" =eL was derived by the present 
authors in [3]. 
Let e have the Fatou property. If it were true now that Le' =Le * (under 
the imbedding introduced in the preceding section), there would exist 
a proof for the equality e" = e -that would be completely similar to the 
proof that any element of a normed linear space, considered as an element 
of the second Banach dual, does not change its norm. Indeed, assuming 
first that e(u)<oo, there exists then (by the Hahn-Banach theorem) an 
element~ ELe'=L/ such that e'(g)=l and fugdfl=e(u). Writing [g[=vo, 
we havee'(vo)=l and also fuvodfl=e(u) since a larger value than e(u) is 
impossible by the Holder inequality. It follows that e"(u)> fuvodfl=e(u), 
so e"(u)=e(u). The extension to the case that e(u)=oo is not difficult. 
The equality Le' = Le * does not necessarily hold, however, not even for e 
having the Fatou property; the case that e is the Leo norm is already 
a counterexample. Hence, the above proof is not available since an 
element of Le * is not necessarily an element of Le'. In other words, it is 
not immediately evident that f uvod[l =e(u) for some vo satisfying e'(vo) =I. 
Nevertheless, the desired result that e" =e is very near to this. Indeed, 
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its essential content is exactly that, given u E Le, there exists a sequence 
Vn E Le' such that e'(vn) = 1 for all n EN and s UVndt-t--+ e(u). 
Lemma 11.1. If S is a closed convex subset of the Hilbert space H 
(over the complex numbers; elements f, g, ... ), and fo is an element of H not 
inS, then there exists a bounded linear functional F on Hand a real number 
c such that the real part G(f) of F(f) satisfies G(f) < c for all f E S, and 
G(fo)>c. 
Proof. Assume first that /0 =0, and let /1 be the element of S of 
smallest norm. It is easily verified that F(f)= -(f, /1) and C= -!11/1112 
satisfy the required conditions. The general case that /o i= 0 is reduced 
to this particular case by means of a shift transformation sending fo 
into the origin. 
Lemma 11.2. LetS be a closed convex subset of the Hilbert space H 
such that Sis balanced (i.e., f E S implies IX/ E S for any constant IX satisfying 
IIXI < 1), and let fo be an element of H not inS. Then there exists a bounded 
linear functional F on Hand a positive number c such that IF(/) I <c for all 
f e:S and IF(fo)l>c. In view of the representation theorem for bounded 
linear functionals on a Hilbert space this is equivalent to the existence of 
an element hE H such that !(f, h) I <c for all f E S and l(fo, h)l >c. 
Proof. By the preceding lemma there exists a bounded linear 
functional F and a real number c such that the real part G of F satisfies 
G(f)<c for all f e:S and G(fo)>c. Since 0 ES we have O=G(O)<c, soc 
is positive. Furthermore, IF(fo)l ;;;,G(fo) >c. It remains to prove that 
IF(/) I <c for all f E S. Choose an arbitrary f E S, and let F(f) =reicp (r> 0, cp 
real). Then /l=fe-icp e:S, so G(f1 )<c. But F(f1 )=r, and so G(f1 )=r. It 
follows that r<c, i.e., IF(!) I <c. 
Lemma 11.3. We have e"=e if and only if e has the Fatou property. 
Proof. If e" =e then e has the Fatou property since e" has this 
property. Hence, it remains to prove that if e has the Fatou property, 
then e"(u)=e(u) for every u. If e(u)=O, then e"(u)<e(u)=O, so e"(u)=O. 
We may assume, therefore, that e(u) > 0. Let X"" be the maximal e-purely 
infinite set. Then (cf. Lemma 9.6) Xoo is also the maximal e"-purely 
infinite set. It follows that if u does not vanish almost everywhere on 
X 00 , then e(u)=oo=e"(u), and hence we may assume that u=O on X 00 • 
In other words, we may delete X 00 , which is equivalent to assuming that 
e and e" are saturated. But then, by Theorem 8.7, there exists a sequence 
Xn t X such that t-t(Xn) < oo and e(Xxn) < oo for all n EN. Writing 
Un=inf (u, nxxn) for all n EN, we have Un t u, so e(un) t e(u) and 
e"(un) t e"(u) since e and e" have the Fatou property. It will be sufficient, 
therefore, to show that e"(un)=e(un)· In other words, we may restrict 
ourselves to the case that t-t(X)<oo, e(xx)<oo, u is bounded and e(u)>O. 
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Since u is bounded and xx E Le, it follows that u E Le, so we may assume 
in addition that e(u) = l. 
Under these assumptions, let U = {I : e(/),;;;; 1} be the closed unit ball 
of Le, and let U1= U n L2. Obviously, U1 is convex and balanced. We 
will show that U 1 is a closed subset of L2. Indeed, if f E L2 is such that 
ll/-/nll2 ---7-0 for some sequence In E U1 (where ll·ll2 is the L2 norm), then 
fni ---7- f pointwise for some subsequence fni, and hence e(/),;;;;liminfe(/ni)< 1 
since Q has the Fatou property. This shows that IE U, so IE u1. To 
summarize, U1 is a closed convex balanced subset of L2. 
Let s>O, and set uo(x)=(1+s)u(x). Then uo EL2 (since uo is bounded 
and ,u(X) < =) and e(uo) = 1 +s, so Uo is not in the set u1. Hence, by 
the preceding lemma, there is a function h(x) E L2 and a positive number c 
such that lffhd,ul<c for all f E U1 and lfuohd,ul>c. Setting lhl=vo, and 
observing that u1 has the property that IE u1 implies ffsgn hE u1, we 
obtain that Slflvod,u<c for all IE u1 and Juovod,u>c. 
It will be shown next that J lflvod,u.;;;;c for all fEU. To this end, let 
f E U = {f : e(/) < 1} and /n=inf (Jfl, n) for all n EN. Then J lfnlvod,u< c 
for all n since In E ul. But In tIll on X, so s lflvod,u.;;;;c by the theorem 
on integration of increasing sequences. It follows that 
(1) e'(vo)=sup (Jiflvod,u: e(/),;;;;1),;;;;c. 
On the other hand, e'(v0) > 0. Indeed, since c is positive, we have 
0 < C < S UoVod,u <( (J(Uo)(l'(vo), 
so e'(vo)>O. Note that the Holder inequality may be applied since 
e(uo)=1+s<= and e'(vo)<c<=. Substituting now Uo=(1+s)u in 
Juovod,u>c, we obtain by (1) that 
(1 + s) J uvod,u> c > e'(vo) > 0, 
so 
J u{vofe' (vo) }d,u > (1 + s)-1. 
It follows now from the definition of e" that e"(u)>(1+s)-1. This holds 
for any s> 0, so e"(u) > 1 =e(u). Since e"(u) <e(u) holds generally, the 
final result is that e"(u) = e(u). 
Theorem 11.4. If e is an arbitrary function seminorm, then e"=eL· 
Proof. It follows from e>e" that 
(!L(u) =inf (lim (!(Un) ; Un t u) ;> 
inf (lim e"(un) : Un t u) =e"(u), 
so I!L>I!"· On the other hand, I!L<I! implies that QL' >e', and so I!L" <e". 
But I!L has the Fatou property by Theorem 7.3 (i) in Note III, so I!L" =(!£ 
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by the preceding lemma. Hence f!L=f!L" <e"· Combining the inequalities 
{!L#(! 11 and {!L<.(!" we obtain {! 11 =f!L· 
This theorem has important consequences some of which we enumerate 
below. 
(i) e(u) = 0 implies always that e"(u) = 0, and e"(u) = 0 implies e(u) = 0 
if and only if e has the Fatou null property. Furthermore, e" is a norm 
if and only if e is a norm (cf. Lemma 7.5 in Note III). 
(ii) e" =e if and only if e has the Fatou property (by the preliminary 
Lemma 11.3), and e" and e are equivalent if and only if e has the weak 
Fatou property (cf. Theorem 7. 7 in Note III). Equivalently, Le" =L11 
(algebraically and isometrically) if and only if e has the Fatou property 
(cf. Theorem 7.6 in Note III), and Le" =L11 (algebraically) if and only 
if e has the weak Fatou property (cf. Theorem 7.7 in Note III). 
In Theorem 9. 7 it was proved that e is saturated if and only if e' is a 
norm. We can prove now the same with e and e' interchanged. 
Corollary 11.5. e is a norm if and only if e' is saturated. 
Proof. One part is trivial and could have been proved earlier. If 
e' is saturated, then e" is a norm by Theorem 9.7, and so e is a norm. 
The nontrivial part is where we assume that e is a norm. Then e" is a 
norm by (i) above, and so e' is saturated by Theorem 9.7. 
Corollary 11. 6. The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) e is a saturated norm, 
(ii) e' is a saturated norm, 
(iii) e" is a saturated norm. 
Proof. (i) ==> (ii). Since e is a norm, it follows from the preceding 
corollary that e' is saturated. Since e is saturated, it follows from Theorem 
9. 7 that e' is a norm. 
(ii) ==> (iii). Similarly. 
(iii) ==> (i). Since e" is a norm, it is trivial that e is a norm. Since e" 
is saturated, it follows from Theorem 9. 7 that e is saturated. 
Corollary 11.7 (Holder inequality for a saturated function norm). 
If e is a saturated function norm, then 
J uvdp, < e"(u)e'(v) <e(u)e'(v) 
for all u, v. 
Proof. It was already observed in Theorem 9.8 that if e' is a saturated 
function norm, then Juvdp,<.e"(u)e'(v) for all u, v. Since, by the preceding 
corollary, e' is a saturated norm if and only if e is so, the desired result 
follows. 
If e does not have the Fatou null property, then it may happen that 
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e"(u)=O for some u, but e(u)>O. In particular, it may happen that for 
some E C X we have e"(XE) = 0 but e(XE) > 0. We shall prove now that 
at least such a set E is exhausted by e-null sets. 
Corollary 11.8. If e"(XE) = 0, then there exists a sequence En t E 
such that e(XE,.) = 0 for all n EN. 
Proof. Let e"(XE) = 0, so !?L(XE) = 0. Since 
!?L(XE)=min (lim e(un): Un t XE) 
by Theorem 7A (Note III), there exists a sequence Un t XE with e(un) = 0 
for all n EN. Hence, if En= {x: Un(x)>n-1}, we have En t E and 
e(XE,.) < ne(un) = 0 for all n EN. 
More generally, we will consider now the collection P+ of all u satisfying 
e"(u)=e(u). 
Corollary 11.9. We have u E P+ if and only if e(un) t e(u) for 
every sequence Un t u. 
Proof. Let u E P+ and {un} a sequence satisfying Un t u. Then 
e"(un) t e"(u) = e(u), and e"(un) < e(un) < e(u) for all n E N. Hence 
e(un) t e(u). 
Conversely, let e(un) t e(u) for every sequence Un t u. Then 
e"(u)=eL(U)=inf (lim e(un) : Un t U}=e(u). 
In all examples presented so far the difference r = e- e" is a function 
seminorm. We do not know of any example where this is not so, but we 
are unable to prove that r is always a function seminorm. We cannot even 
prove that r is always monotone, i.e., u.;;;;v ELf! implies r(u).;;;;r(v). In 
the following theorem it will be shown that when 7: is monotone the 
collection P+ is dense in a certain sense. 
Theorem 11.10. Let r=e-e" be monotone. Then there exists a 
sequence Xn t X such that u E P+ for every u such that u is bounded and 
vanishing outside some Xn (where n depends on u). 
Proof. Let X 00 be the maximal e-purely infinite set. Then X 00 is 
also the maximal e"-purely infinite set, so e(u)=e"(u)=oo whenever u 
does not vanish on X 00 • It follows that u E P+ in this case. Hence, we 
may as well assume that e and e" are saturated. 
Let e"(u)<oo. Since e"(u)=eL(u)=min(lime(un):untu), there exists 
a sequence Un t u (all Un E L(/) such that e(un) t e"(u). Since e"(un) t e"(u} 
holds as well, it follows that T(un)-+ 0. But r is monotone, so r(un) = 0 for 
all nEN. In particular, if e"(XE) < oo for some E C X, there exists a sequence 
Un t XE such that r(un)=O for all n EN. Hence, if En= {x: Un(x)>n-1}, 
we have En t E and r(xE,.)<r(nun)=nT(Un)=O for all n EN. 
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Since e is assumed to be saturated, there is a sequence Y n t X such 
that p,(Yn)<= and e(xy,.)<= for all n EN (cf. Theorem 8.7). By the 
result in the preceding paragraph there exists, for every n EN, a. set 
Zn C Yn such that p,(Yn-Zn)<2-n and r(xz,.)=O. The sequence {Zn} is 
not necessarily ascending; in order to obtain an ascending sequence 
we define Xn = n~zk for every n EN. Then {Xn} is ascending, and since 
p,(Yn-Xn)<2-<n-l) for all n EN we have Xn t X. Evidently r(xx,.)=O 
for all n EN on account of X,. C Zn. The desired result follows. 
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